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ALAN FAENA FÊTES HIS NEW TOME WITH TINA BROWN AND SEBASTIAN FAENA
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Last night Alan Faena was interviewed by Tina Brown to celebrate his new book, Alan Faena: Alchemy & Creative Collaboration: Architecture, Design, Art. The conversation, held at the Rizzoli Bookstore in Manhattan, covered the author's life and inspirations.
This tome is a highly personal look into Faena’s story, beginning as a boy in Argentina and chronicling his years as a fashion designer, a gardener in Uruguay, and then as an urban alchemist behind the immensely successful Faena Buceo Aires and Faena District Miami Beach. After the talk guests — including George Corina, Luna Paiva, Sebastian Faena, and Ian Melencamp, among others — celebrated at an afterparty at Undercote.